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Abstract
In this paper, we attempt to find the solution of the quadratic forms
over local field Qp and then we give the representation of elements
by these quadratic forms in Qp. This paper provides the extension
of the concept of congruence modulo p-adic integers and p-adic
numbers and solves them. Further, we link it with congruence on
the integers modulo powers of prime numbers. The properties of
the p-adic numbers are also discussed and most importantly an
attempt is being made to re-formulate the Hensal Lemma with a
different approach.
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I. Introduction
In the present paper, firstly we define the congruence for p-adic
numbers. Then we establish the association between solution of
the congruence polynomial modulo pn for all n and solution of the
p-adic numbers. Finally, we discuss the lemma given by Hensel
with the new approach. For elementary results and definitions we
are following the work of Burton [2], Alladi, Bhargava, Savitt [1]
and Gerstein [4].
II. Definition
Let x, y, z ∈ Qp, z is a non-zero element. Then we can say that x
is congruent to y modulo z if z divides (x-y) for each element in
Qp. Also z = pm ϵ where ϵ a unit element and m∈Z is the unique
representation such that we have x≡y(modpm). Therefore, we can
focus our attention on congruence modulo pm. It should be noted
that x≡y(modp^m) is also equivalent to |x-y|p≤p-m.
Further, there are two ways regarding this over p-norm. First
is usually when we consider x≡y(modpm), where x,y,z∈Qp and
then formulate that x-y is divisible by z. Clearly, this is a special
case of the above definition for the p-adic integers and second
is that when we consider in general that each ring is congruent.
The p-adic numbers considered as ring is congruent to a nonzero element. Thus we observe that the necessary and sufficient
condition for the p-adic integer a to be a unity in Op is obviously
that a≢0(modp) and thus the same condition is in the case of
congruence of p-adic integers. So the condition is similar for an
integer m on the inverse which has to be a unit in the ring Zn.
Now we are going to discuss the existence of solution of Z and
Q. Parimala, R. and Suresh, V [8].
Solution of Z in Op and Q in Qp
Result 1.1: Each p-adic number is congruent to an integer modulo
pn
Proof: - Let x is a p-adic number which is completely determined
by (an). On taking the p-adic expansion of x it is clear from the
first element an-1 that the elements of the sequence are congruent
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to the p-adic integer modulo pn. We show that x ≡ an-1 (modpn).
For this we prove that the sequence (an)-an-1 approaches to the
p-adic number x-an-1.
Thus it is sufficient to prove that pn is a divisor of this p-adic
number. We have
an-1 ≡ ak (modpk-1), (k=0,1……,n-1)
Thus the required result is clear from the condition of the sequence
of integers which determines the p-adic number. Further, it is
also clear that by the definition of the Qp as a fraction field in
the field Op in which Q is everywhere dense in Qp and also for
p=∞. In general, we find congruence of integers α and β modulo
γ in Z which is not the same as the congruence of those integers
in Op . It is clear that if α and β are congruent in Z then they are
congruent in Op. Even if we are restricted to congruence modulo
pn then it remains same. From all this it is clear that the only
thing which is not allowed in both cases is that the prime p gives
a negative exponent in (a-b) ⁄ pn. This formally follows by the
following proposition.
Result 1.2: Two integers are congruent to modulo pn in the ring
Op if and only if they are congruent to modulo pn in the ring Z
Proof:- Let a and b are two integers. We assume a≠b otherwise
the assertion is trivial.
We can write
a-b = pm α, α≢0(modp) 				

(1.1)

The congruence a ≡ b(modpn) in the ring Z is equivalent to the
condition m≥n. This condition is equivalent to ordp (a-b) ≥ordp
(pn). Since pn divides a-b in Op and hence this is equivalent to a
≡ b(modpn) in the ring Op.
Result 1.3: Let P be a finite set of prime numbers. Let zp∈ Op for
each p∈P. Then for every ∈>0 there exists an integer z∈Z such
that for all p∈P, we have
		
|z-zp |p<∈
In other words we can say that z ≡ zp (modpn)
Proof: - Consider n∈N such that p-n<∈. Because of existence of
the theorem 1.1 there exist z'p∈Z such that
zp≡ z'p (modpn)
Then by the Chinese remainder theorem, there exist an integer
z∈Z such that
		
zp≡ z'p (modpn)
-n
Thus |z-zp |p<p <∈.
Result 1.4: Let P is the finite set of prime numbers say p, where p
can also be infinite. Let αp∈Qp for every p∈P. Then for each ∈>0
there exist an integer α∈Q such that for all p∈P, we have
|α-αp |p<∈
w w w. i j c s t. c o m
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Proof: - Consider P' be the finite collection of P. Let n(p) is a natural
number for each p∈P', we have pn(p) ap∈Op. Consider h=∏p∈P*
Pn(p) and for all p∈P we have zp=hap. Then there exist zp∈Op for
all p∈P'.
Let us suppose that ∈>0 and consider η=|h|p ϵ. Thus there is an
integer z such that
for all pP'.
If we take P'=P for ∞∉P, then we can see that
		
α=z⁄h
Now we consider the result other way round. Suppose ∞∈P . We
will consider z=z' so that|z'-zp |p<η, for all p∈P, also for p =∞ .
We again find that α=z'⁄h.
We must keep that |z'-zp |p<η for p∈P' and we ensure that
z'≡z(modpm(p)) where m(p) is so large such that p-m(p)<∈. So take
these m(p)≥1, and therefore we get
			
z'=z+rA
Where A=∏p∈P*pm(p) and an appropriate value of r. These r may be
a rational number but we should not take the negative powers of p
in its decomposition so that z'-z ⁄ pm(p) is in Op. Thus we have
|z'-z∞ |∞=|z+rA-z∞ |∞<η
There are other primes than that of P, because there are infinite
primes. We can therefore assume a strictly positive integer B
relatively prime with A, we choose these values in such a way so
that A ⁄ B<η. It is clear that we can choose a proper integer t so
that r = t ⁄ B and finally we get the required result.
Congruencies in Op
In the previous Section the relationship between p-adic numbers
and congruencies was already clear. By considering the p-adic
expansion, we find that from the solubility of a polynomial in the
p-adic integers we can find the solution of the congruence modulo
pn for all n. This section also proves the other way round. This fact
has already been mentioned in the introduction and is important
for our main problem.
Theorem 1.5:- Let F(α1,………,αn ) is a polynomial with coefficient
considered over the field of integers. The congruence
F(α1,………,αn) ≡ 0(modpk)			
(1.2)
has a solution in Z for all k≥1 if and only if F(α1,………,αn) has
a solution in the field of p-adic numbers.
Proof:- Let (a1,………,an) is a p-adic integral solution of the
form F. From (1.1) we know that there are integers such that for
each k, we have
a1 ≡ α1k (modpk),………,an ≡ αnk (modpk)
By the elementary modulo property Shimura [9], we have
F(α1k,………,αnk) ≡ F(a1,………,an) ≡ 0(modpk)
Thus (α1k,………,αnk) is a solution to the congruence (1.2).
Now we prove the result conversely.
Suppose that (1.2) has the solution (α1k,………,αnk) for each k and
thus for all integers αik. Then by Parimala, R [7] there exist a p-adic
convergent subsequence (α1(ki))i of the sequence (α1k) where (ki)
is a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers. Then again
there exists the convergent subsequence of the sequence (α2(ki)).
On repeating the process n times, we obtain a strictly increasing
sequence (lm) of integers such that for all i the p- adic sequence
(αi(lm))m is convergent which implies that the limit exists. Then
we set
		
w w w. i j c s t. c o m

Now we show that (a1,………,an) is a solution for F in the field
of p-adic integers. Since the polynomial F(α1k,………,αnk) is a
continuous function. Therefore we have
This is also true from the fact that

Thus for increasing m the polynomial
approaches to zero with respect to the p-norm and hence the
limit is zero.
We have a similar argument for homogeneous polynomial
forms.
Theorem 1.6:- Let F(α1,………,αn) is a form with coefficient
considered over the field of integers. The congruence
F(α1,………,αn) ≡ 0(modpk)
			
(1.3)
for all k≥1 has an integral solution where not all terms are divisible
by p if and only if F(α1,………,αn) has a non-zero solution in
Op
Proof:- Let us assume that F has a non-zero solution in Op. Suppose
that (a'1,………,a'n) is one of the solutions. Let m=min(ordp (a'1),…
……,ordp (a'.)). Then all elements a'i can be written in the form
			
a'i = pm ai
where ai are the p-adic integers.
Thus it is clear that (a1,………,an) also has a non-zero solution in
Op for F which satisfies the additional condition that ai say ai0 is
not divisible by p. The proof is now corresponding to that of the
above theorem. Therefore we have the result for each element k
where αi0(k) is not divisible by p.
Now we prove the result conversely. Suppose that (1.3) has a
solution (α1k,………,αnk) for each k which satisfies the given
condition. Because there are only a finite αi with the index i0
for which there are infinitely many values of m such that αi0(m)
is not divisible by p. These values form a sequence (mi). The
proof regarding this argument can now be taken over with the
only modification that the p-adic convergent sequence (α1(ki))i now
has subsequence of (α1(mi))i. If a_i can be defined as the limit ai0
which cannot be divisible by p then ai0 is not equal to zero, which
follows the result.
From above it is observed that the condition of getting an integral
solution where not all terms are divisible by p actually has a
primitive solution. Thus it is clear that in both the statements the
coefficient considered for F may also be the p-adic number. Now
after the link with congruence on the integers modulo powers of
prime numbers is laid down further we are going to reformulate
the Hensel lemma with different approach.
The Hensel Lemma
From the above statements, it is clear that we can solve a
polynomial over the p-adic number if we can solve an infinite
series of congruencies. Now, we formulate Hensel Lemma that
gives us simple conditions in certain cases. This lemma has many
different formulations, versions and there are different ways to
prove it for example Conrad [3], Herwig [5] and Kuhlmann [6]
have proved Lemma in their own way and that has also motivated
the present research to reformulate Lemma again. Moreover, in
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the past researches the Lemma has been proved without using the
p-adic numbers but in the present study an attempt has been made
to reformulate the Hensel Lemma with p-adic numbers.

From (1.5) it follows that limf(am)=0. Since f being a polynomial
is continuous which implies that limf(am)=f(a).
Thus,f(a)=0, this follows the proof.

Theorem 1.7:- Let F(α1,………,αn) is a polynomial with coefficient
as p- adic integers. Let θ is a natural number. If φ1,………,φn are
the p-adic integers for any i,(1≤i≤n) we have

It should be noted that the condition that a partial derivative may
not be congruent to zero modulo to pθ+1 implies that for all i it
may not be congruent to zero modulo pθ+1. Thus the congruence
F(φ1,………,φn)≡0(modp2θ+1) does not has zero solution. Further,
since βi≡φi (modpθ+1) which also implies that for all β1,………,βn
form F has a non-zero solution in Op. Thus for quadratic forms this
is important that the quadratic form has a solution or represents
zero if there is a non-zero solution.

then there exist p- adic integers β1,………,βn such that
		
F(β1,………,βn) = 0
and
β1≡φ1 (modpθ+1),………,βn≡φn (modpθ+1)
Proof: - Let us consider the polynomial
f(α)=F(φ1,………,φi-1,α,φi+1,………,φn)
In order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to obtain a p-adic
integer a for which f(a)=0 and a≡φi (modpθ+1)
Set φi=φ and construct a sequence
a0,a1,a2,………
		
(1.4)
of p-adic integers congruent to φ(modpθ+1) so that we have
f(am)≡0(modp2θ+1+m)),∀ m≥0

		

(1.5)

For m=0 we choose a0=φ and let us assume that ai where i<m,∀
m≥1 represent the above sequence. Now we will find am.
Write the polynomial f(α) in powers of (α-am-1) as
f(α)=b0+b1 (α-am-1)+b2 (α-am-1)2+⋯

(bi∈Op)

then b0=f(am-1)=p2θ+m A where A is a p-adic number.
The condition follows from the statement because a_
(m-1)≡φ(modpθ+1) for which we have
		
b1=f' (am-1)=pθ B
where B is not divisible by p in Op. Now if we suppose α=am+δpm+θ,(δ∈Op) then we obtain the following
1
f(am-1)+δpm+θ)=p2θ+m(A+δB)+b2 p2θ+2m δ2+⋯
Let us consider δ=δ0∈Op so that A+Bδ0≡0(modp). Since
B≢0(modp) thus we can choose the value of δ0 in such a way so
that B has an inverse in Op.
Since kθ+km≥2θ+1+m for all k≥2 where
f(am-1)+δ0 pm+θ)≡0(modp2θ+1+m)
Now we set am=am-1+δ0 pm+θ. Thus in order to verify that the chosen
value of am is appropriate we have to prove that
		
am≡φ(modpθ+1)
This result follows because when m+θ≥θ+1, we have am≡am-1
(modpθ+1).
By Gerstein [4] we have |am-am-1 |p≤p-m-θ, thus the sequence (1.4)
converges to the limit say a therefore
		
a≡φ(modpθ+1)
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Since the above formulation of Hensel lemma leads to the following
result which follows immediately by taking θ=0.
Corollary 1.8:- Let F(α 1,………,αn) is a polynomial with
coefficient in Op. Let φ1,………,φn are p-adic integers such that
for any i,(1≤i≤n) we have
F(φ1,………,φn)≡0(modp),
∂F/(∂xi) (φ1,………,φn)≢0(modp),
then there exist p- adic integers β1,………,βn such that
F(β1,………,βn)=0
and
β1≡φ1 (modp),………,βn≡φn (modp)
Thus, a solution (c1,………,cn) of the congruence F(α1,………
,αn)≡0(modp) can be extended to a solution of the polynomial
F(α1,………,αn) in the ring Op provided that there exists i such
that
∂F/(∂xi)((φ1,………,φn)≢0(modp)
Now we give a different formulation for the Hensel lemma which
equivalent to the previous formulation.
Theorem 1.9:- Let F(α1,………,αn) is a polynomial with
coefficient in Op. Let φ1,………,φn are p-adic integers such that
for any i,(1≤i≤n) we have
|F((φ1,………,φn) |p<|F'xi (φ1,………,φn) |p2
then there exist p-adic integers β1,………,βn such that
F(β1,………,βn)=0
and
β1≡φ1 (modpθ+1),………,βn≡φn (modpθ+1)
Proof: - Because of the two congruence conditions on the evaluation
of F' in the previous formulation, we have that for certain φ1,……
…,φn where the variable θ is fixed. However θ should be arbitrary.
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the following.
Let F(α1,………,αn) is a polynomial with coefficient in Op. Let
φ1,………,φn are the p-adic integers and for any i,(1≤i≤n) the
following result holds
|F((φ1,………,φn) |p<|F'xi (φ1,………,φn) |p2
if and only if
F(φ1,………,φn)≡0(modp2θ+1)),
where θ is the natural number such that

w w w. i j c s t. c o m
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Proof:- Since θ is the natural number so therefore we have

Thus

|F(φ1,………,φn) |p<|F'xi) (φ1,………,φn) |p2
if and only if
|F(φ1,………,φn) |p≤p-2θ-1
if and only if
F(φ1,………,φn) ≡ 0(modp2θ+1))
Hence we get the desired result.
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